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a b s t r a c t

Scorpion envenoming and its treatment is a public health problem in many parts of the world due to
highly toxic venom polypeptides diffusing rapidly within the body of severely envenomed victims.
Recently, 38 AahII-specific Nanobody sequences (Nbs) were retrieved from which the performance of
NbAahII10 nanobody candidate, to neutralize the most poisonous venom compound namely AahII acting
on sodium channels, was established. Herein, structural computational approach is conducted to
elucidate the Nb-AahII interactions that support the biological characteristics, using Nb multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) followed by modeling and molecular docking investigations (RosettaAnti-
body, ZDOCK software tools). Sequence and structural analysis showed two dissimilar residues of
NbAahII10 CDR1 (Tyr27 and Tyr29) and an inserted polar residue Ser30 that appear to play an important
role. Indeed, CDR3 region of NbAahII10 is characterized by a specific Met104 and two negatively charged
residues Asp115 and Asp117. Complex dockings reveal that NbAahII17 and NbAahII38 share one common
binding site on the surface of the AahII toxin divergent from the NbAahII10 one's. At least, a couple of
NbAahII10 e AahII residue interactions (Gln38 e Asn44 and Arg62, His64, respectively) are mainly
involved in the toxic AahII binding site. Altogether, this study gives valuable insights in the design and
development of next generation of antivenom.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

'Androctonus australis hector' scorpion envenoming is a serious
public health problem around the world [1]. Toxicity of the scor-
pion's venoms is essentially due to the presence of small toxic
peptides acting on sodium channels of excitable cells. These toxins
belong to two unrelated groups (group I: AahI, AahIII and AahIV and
group II (AahII)), distinct in structure and antigenic characteristics
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[2] [3]. The crystal structure of the most abundant and toxic com-
pound of the Aah venom, referred to as AahII has been previously
elucidated and refined [4] [5]. Antibody-based antivenoms are
often employed to treat scorpion envenoming. Since the size of the
classical antibody exceeds the size of toxin 14-fold, recombinant
antibodies against Aah active toxins have been developed to better
reach toxicokinetics [6] [7] [8]. Among single domain antibody
fragments, we have proposed recombinant Nanobody format (Nb).
The VHH encoding Nb is derived from a camel homodimeric HCAb.
Hence, we have selected Nbs of 15 kDa displaying Aah toxins'
neutralizing capacity (NC) that exceeds previously reported formats
[9] [10] [11]. Their corresponding VHH sequences showed sub-
nanomolar affinity (KD) to Aah toxins (with a KD ranging from 86
pM to 76 nM as demonstrated by BIAcore experiments) [10]. One
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particular Nb referred to as NbAahII10 (0.49 nM KD) targets a
unique epitope on AahII and displays high neutralizing capacity
(NC) (estimated to 133 000 LD50 of AahII/mg of Nb or 2000 LD50
per nmol of Nb) [11]. Its humanized format is considered one of the
best candidate for the development of a new antivenom [12].
Epitope mapping of Nbs using a real-time SPR approach allowed
grouping Nbs according to the epitope complementation for
binding AahII, clearly demonstrating that NbAahII10 is the highest
effective one [11]. Assuming that NbAahII10 paratope overlaps the
AahII 3D surface that interacts with sodium channel, the main
purpose was to identify the Nb e AahII toxin interaction surface.
We adopted a computational structure analysis strategy based on
pharmacological properties related to the affinity (KD) and the
neutralizing capacity (NC) as well as epitope mapping data to
determine key residues responsible of optimal toxin neutralization.
Generated outcomes highlight the crucial surface directly involved.
This achievement gives more valuable insights in the design of next
scorpion antivenom.

2. Material and methods

2.1. AahII-specific nanobody sequences analysis and clustering

A total of available 38 VHH (Nbs) sequences were analyzed [11].
These sequences (NbAahII) are specific to Androctonus Australis
hector scorpion toxin 'AahII0 exhibiting variable affinity and NC.
Sequences were clustered according to their primary sequence
similarities (special focus on CDR3 parts). Clusters were aligned
separately using PROfile Multiple Alignment with predicted Local
Structures and three dimensional (3D) constraints “PROMAL3D”
[14]. Conserved positions in complementary determining regions
(CDRs) were pulled out and specific patterns against AahII were
generated. Three sequences were selected for further in-
vestigations, and aligned using multiple sequence alignment soft-
ware (MSA). MSA outputs were visualized, edited and analyzed
using 'JALVIEW0 software [15] (Jalview Version 2.9 downloaded and
installed on local computer machine).

2.2. Homology modeling

A super workstation computer named “Tesla” with multicore
CPU(s) (72 Core) running Debian Linux system (�86/�86_64 Linux/
Debian 8.9 “Jessie”) was used (512 Gigabyte of RAM and 12 Tera of
storage capacity) for setting high resolution homology models.
Rosetta Antibody application [16], specifically designed to work
with antibodies, from “ROSETTA 3.8” software package [17] was
used as the main tool for Nb structure modeling simulation.

Several templates are chosen from protein database 'PDB' [18].
Each Nb sequence was blasted independently; thereby four tem-
plates were selected (three for CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3 and one for
framework region FR). Selected templates were assembled then
grafted into a unique crude structure, automatically. The final
template quality was checked manually in order to validate its
suitability for further modeling simulation step. CDR3 part is de
novo remodeled with a side chains and loop backbones' refinement.
The number of generated structures is set to 1000.

Generated model structures are sorted according to 'Rosetta_H3
quality modeling scores'. Top ten model best scores were checked
using Ramachandran plot assessment method [19]. Best model was
selected then visually double checked (to detect structural anom-
alies) using the molecular visualization PyMOL software [20].

2.3. Nb - AahII_toxin molecular complex docking

The generated structures of the Nb models were submitted to
ZDOCK version 3.0.2 web server [21] and Nb CDR3 region was
selected as a targeted pool of binding site residues for filtering
output predictions. The crystal structure of AahII toxin (PDB ID:
1PTX) was repaired using RELAX application binary executable
from Rosetta package. The entire AahII toxin structure was
employed in the molecular docking simulation. Best 10 docking
solutions according to the default ZDOCK score were retained for
structural assessment. The best energetic pose conformation of the
largest cluster of complexes were selected and submitted in Gal-
axyWEB Web server [22] for complex refinement and repairing.
Outputs were visualized and investigated using PYMOL. The
retained Nb e AahII toxin complex was characterized. Main amino
acid residues involved in Nb e AahII interaction were explored
using COCOMAPS (bioCOmplexes COntact MAPS) online server
[23]. Intermolecular contact maps of predicted complex structures
were illustrated. A maximum distance value is set to 3Å and 6Å to
report atom-atom interactions within this cut-off limit.

3. Results

A panel of 38 anti AahII Nb binders, previously retrieved from
bio-panning of a phage display library, was investigated in primary
sequence alignments. Global MSA of the whole Nb sequences was
performed as a preliminary test. However, a poor quality MSA
alignment was obtained due to a high number of gaps, especially in
CDR3 regions, characterized by high variability in length (from 12
to 20 AA) and primary structure (data not shown). To bypass this
constraint manual clustering was performed. At least 8 distinct
clusters were obtained according to whole sequence homology
(Supplementary Fig. 1). As illustrated in Table 1, the conserved
positions were selected then pulled out to generate a correspond-
ing general pattern. Three patterns were obtained according to
similarity as well as their hydrophobicity (h), polarity (o) and res-
idue charge (þ, -). The most conserved positions within the CDR1,
CDR2 and CDR3 regions are highlighted in bold (Table 1). Inde-
pendently of the CDR length, the general patterns are as following:
'SGho[(F)h](ST)(N)Y(ChR)', 'I[HN](oP)G(h)(T)' and 'C(A)[þh](o)
YGYX (W)', respectively for CDR1 (8-10 residue's length), CDR2 (6-9
residue's length) and CDR3 (12-20 residue's lenghth) regions.

Among the 38 Nb binders', the NbAahII10 sequence distin-
guished by its very high NC and nanomolar affinity was selected to
investigate antibody structural determinants involved in toxin
trapping and neutralization. Indeed, two Nb sequences (i.e. NbAa-
hII17 and NbAahII38) belonging to distinct clusters were used as
reference (sequence controls), displaying non-significant NC
despite their nanomolar affinity. As illustrated in Fig. 1, MSA of the
selected Nbs showed significant residue position hyper variability
between NbAahII10, NbAahII17 and NbAahII38, in positions 27, 28,
29 and 30 of CDR1. The polar residue Tyr27 in NbAahII10 is
substituted by a hydrophobic residue (Val27 and Phe27) in NbAa-
hII17 and NbAahII38, respectively. The second Tyr in position 29
was substituted by the same residues (Val or Phe). Moreover, Phe28
of NbAahII10 is replaced with a Thr28 in the NbAahII17 and
NbAahII38 sequences. Interestingly, at position 30 within NbAa-
hII10 the additional polar residue Ser appears to play an important
role. The CDR2 regions are hypervariable at all positions. Their se-
quences differ by> 4 amino acids and no consensus was distin-
guished. The CDR3 regions are also hypervariable. Nevertheless, the
Pro in position 113 is highly conserved between Nb sequence po-
sitions and is involved in the CDR3 canonical loop structure. Un-
expectedly, we noticed several conserved residues between
NbAahII10 and NbAahII17 at five positions: Thr100, Asn103, Gly107,
Leu108 and Tyr118. CDR3 region of NbAahII10 is characterized by
the presence of special residue distinct Met104 and two negatively
charged residues Asp115 and Asp117.



Table 1
Conserved residue positions of the different Nb clusters. Themost conserved positions within the CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 regions are highlighted in bold. Patterns were obtained
according to similarity as well as their hydrophobicity (h), polarity (o) and residue charge (þ, -). Most frequent residues in given position are represented between parenthesis
(). A or B residues in the same position is marked by two brackets [] and X: hypervariable position.

Nb_AahII CDR1 CDR2 CDR3

Cluster 1 26 G [(Y)F] (T) X X R [(R)Y] [(R)V] 33 51 I [(Y)I] [PT] G (h) T 58 96 C A [(L)K] [(Q)G] [(S)V] X [(E)S] [TS] Y G Y R G F W Y E (E) X G Y A DW 119
Cluster 2 26 G Y T C T K F N 33 51 I R R D [(S)G] T 57 95 C S [(T)/F] R C [(V)L] T [(S)P} S [(V)L] P Y W 107
Cluster 3 26 G [YD] [SF] Y X S N Y Y 34 52 I N R S G R I T 57 97 C A A G V R T H M P P L A S Y G F D Y W 116
Cluster 4 26 G Y F Y S S N Y C 34 52 I N I A P G R I Y 59 97 C A S T A G N M Y Y G L R G P A D F D Y W 117
Cluster 5 26 G h T L [(N)S] [(N)D] Y C 34 51 [FIL] K [SD] [GR] G S (F) T 58 96 C A V T R N S C L G L A K F R P S S Y N Y W 117
Cluster 6 26 G Y T F S N Y R 33 51 I L T D G S T 57 96 C A A G N S R K G Y L R R C G G T D F G Y W 116
Cluster 7 26 G F [STD] F [(S)N] [(I)R] Y [AV] 33 51 I [(M)H] E W [(I)V] P X G[STQ] T 59 97 C A K G V [(Y)L] T [(K)T] Y (V) G (G) A R 111
Cluster 8 26 G F T F S N Y V 33 51 I N H G G G I Q 57 96 C V RA SHYRD Y GP T I Y S W 112
General

Pattern
G h o [(F)h] (ST) (N) Y (ChR) I [hN] (op) G (h) (T) C (A) [þh] (o) Y G Y X (W)

Nb AahII10
Nb AahII17
Nb AahII38

Nb AahII10 1 QVQLVESGGGSVQAGGSLKLSCAASGYFYSSNYCLGWFRQAPGKEREGVAQINIAPGRIY
Nb AahII17 1 DVQLVESGGGSVQAGGSLRLSCAASGVTL-NNYCVGWFRQAPGKEREGVAAFKSGGSFTY
Nb AahII38 1 DVQLVESGGGLVQPGGSLRLSCAASGFTF-SNYVMSWVRQAPGKGLEWVSGINHGGGIQD

61 YADSVKGRFTISRDNAKNTVYLQMDSLKPEDTAIYYCASTAGNMYYG - RGPADFDYWG
60 YADSVKGRFTISKDNAKNTMYLQMNSLNSDDTAMYYCAVTR SCLGLAKFRPSSYNYWG
60 YADSVKGRFTISRDNAKNTLYLQLNSLKIEDTAMYYCVRAS---HYR--DYGPTIYS-WG

119 QGTQVTVSS
119 QGTQVTVSS
114 QGTQVTVSS
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Fig. 1. Primary sequence alignment of specific Nanobody (Nb) anti-AahII scorpion toxin. The 'framework' and 'CDR0 regions amino acids numbering are according to IMGT. The CDR
regions are boxed in thin blue lines. Hallmark residues in FR2 are marked by vertical arrows. Anchorage residue forming CDRs limits are marked by red stars and Gaps are rep-
resented as dashs (-). Residues red boxed in CDR1 shows a clear amino acids substitution in position 27, 28 and 29 with a Serine insertion in position 30. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Their 3D structures were simulated and predicted according to
the described homology modeling approach. First, homology
modeling yielded a distinct grafted structure template for each Nb.
Hence, PDB codes 4M5Y, 4B5E and 4RIR were used as templates for
NbAahII10 CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3, respectively. The PDB code 3QSK
was used as the FR template. All CDR and FR templates were
assembled and then relaxed into a common crude template
structure. In the case of NbAahII17, the selected and grafted tem-
plate was shaped from the following PDB codes: 1MVF, 1JTP, 1ZVY
and 1MVF (for CDR1, CDR2, CDR3 and FR regions, respectively). The
PDB codes 2DQU, 1UCB, 4R90 and 5JMR were used as templates to
obtain a common crude template structure (Table 2). Subsequently,
the assembled and relaxed templates were used as principal inputs
to generate 1000 high quality homology Nb models. 3D structure
models were ranked according to Rosetta modeling scores. The
highest and lowest scores of the top ten favoured models are re-
ported: (-118/-104.264), (-153.566/-148.044) and (-48.431/-
44.529) for NbAahII10, NbAahII17 and NbAahII38, respectively.
Quality of the generated structural models was evaluated using
Ramachandran plots. As illustrated in Fig. S2 (supplementary data),
99.2% and 0.8% of the NbAahII10 structure residues were in the
favoured and allowed regions of the RAMACHANDRAN plots,
respectively. Indeed, all residues belonging to NbAahII17 and
NbAahII38 structures (100%) were in the RAMACHANDRAN plot
favoured region, demonstrating high-quality of the models.

High-resolution homology model is useful for solid structural
analysis of surface interactions. Using ZDOCK docking process, we
generated the top ten possible binding sites ranked according to an
energy-based scoring. The highest ranked complex belongs to the
largest cluster (6 of 10 complexes). This complex was further
refined to avoid steric clashes tolerated by the rigid-body docking
process of ZDOCK (Table 3). Following refinement, the interface
contact area increased from 864.4 to 931.3, 757.2 to 903.1 and from
813.3 to 921.3 Å for NbAahII10, NbAahII17 and NbAahII38, respec-
tively. The MolProbity, Clash score, Rotamer outlier and Refinement
energy data are reported in Table 3.

In order to assess the residues involved in the molecular inter-
face, we used the COCOMAPS (bioCOmplexes COntact MAPS) web
application server. Intermolecular contact maps of complexes are
illustrated in Fig. 2. Remarkably, the CDR3 is predicted to dominate
the interactions with AahII. NbAahII10 CDR1 region residues (Tyr27,
Tyr29, Ser30, Ser31, Tyr33 and Cys34) also interact with AahII toxin.
However, CDR1 of NbAahII17 and NbAahII38 are not involved in the
interaction with AahII toxin (Fig. 2). Atom-atom interaction was set
to a maximum distance value of 3 and 6 Å for CDR3 and CDR1,
respectively.

Binding sites (epitopes) in AahII toxin sequence are described as
follow: (i) DDV, C, YFCGR, Y, E, E, K (8-10, 14-18, 21, 24, 25, 28) and
interact with NbAahII17 and NbAahII38, (ii) WASPYGN (38-44)
discontinuously with - R (62) particularly interact with NbAahII10
and (iii) the AahII toxin C-terminal region, H (64) common for the
three Nbs (Fig. 3).

Residues involved in H bounds as proton donors or acceptors are
illustrated in Table 4. Residues contributing to H bond interactions
are shown in Fig. 4. Hence, a small number of hydrogen and ionic
bond NbAahII10 e AahII interaction, compared to NbAahII17 and
NbAahII38.



Table 2
Selected template structures for CDR and FR regions in the first stage of RosettaAntibody homology modeling process.

Nb region PDB code Chain Organism Template Molecule Lenght
(AA)

NbAahII10 Templates
VHH FRs 3qsk B Camelus dromedarius Anti-RNase A VHH 123
CDR1 4m5y H Homo sapiens Fab 5J8 heavy chain 233
CDR2 4b5e A Lama glama PS2-8 127
CDR3 4rir A Homo sapiens CH58-UA Fab VH 231
NbAahII17 Templates
VHH FRs 1mvf A Camelus dromedarius Camelid VHH 125
CDR1 1mvf A Camelus dromedarius Ig 6D9 224
CDR2 1jtp A Camelus dromedarius Single-Domain Ab 219
CDR3 1zvy A Camelus dromedarius Chimeric hIgG/BR96 229
NbAahII38 Templates
VHH FRs 5jmr A Camelus dromedarius Camelid VHH 125
CDR1 2dqu H Mus musculus Ig 6D9 224
CDR2 1ucb H Homo sapiens Single-Domain Ab 219
CDR3 4r90 A Lama

glama
Chimeric hIgG/Fab BR96 229

Table 3
Parameters and scores of Nb-AahII complexes before (Input) and after (Refined complex) structural refinement, using GalaxyWEB server for protein structure prediction and
refinement [22].

Nb-AahII Model NbAahII10-AahII NbAahII17-AahII NbAahII38-AahII

Input Refined complex Input Refined complex Input Refined complex

Interface area (Å2) 864,40 931,30 757,20 903,10 813,30 921,30
MolProbity score 2420 1735 2338 1889 2193 1885
Clash score 52,40 17,20 60,30 20,30 41,90 24,90
Rotamer outlier 2.00 0,70 1,30 1,30 1,30 0
Rama favoured (%) 98,90 98,90 98,90 98,90 98,30 98,90
Refinement energy (J/mol) e �6654,58 e �6754,041 e �6440,996
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Fig. 2. Contact maps of NbAahII10, NbAahII17 and NbAahII38 against AahII. Yellow, magenta and green dots indicate hydrophobic e hydrophilic, hydrophilic e hydrophilic and
hydrophobic e hydrophobic contacts, respectively. Labels highlight the NbAahII10-AahII complex interacting CDR1 residues. In dashed boxes, the NbAahII17/38 common Site 1 (a, b)
and NbAahII10 Site 2 (a, b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Binding positions of 3D Nbs structures against AahII. (A) Two faces (rotation of 180�) were represented for NbAahII10 - AahII, NbAahII17 - AahII and NbAahII38 e AahII
complexes. Complex structures are shown as coloured cartoon (for Nb and toxin core: light pink and pale green for Nb and AahII toxin, respectively); coloured spheres for binding
regions (white for CDR3, yellow for AahII binding site 1, orange AahII binding site 2 and red for AahII C-terminal binding residues). (B) AahII toxin 3D structure and sequence with
highlighted binding sites (same colour code). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 4
List of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds and salt bridges between NbAahII10, NbAahII17 and NbAahII38 binders with AahII scorpion toxin.

Nbs Chain Residue number Residue Atoms Chain Residue number Residue Atoms Distance (Å)

NbAahII10 A 18 ARG NH1 H 44 GLU OE1 3,2
A 18 ARG NH2 H 44 GLU OE2 2,78
A 44 ASN ND2 H 103 MET O 2,75
H 112 ASP N A 39 ALA O 2,82

NbAahII17 A 18 ARG NE H 1 ASP OD2 2,89
H 3 GLN NE2 A 21 TYR OH 3,06
A 28 LYS NZ H 39 GLN OE1 2,84
H 45 ARG NH1 A 24 GLU OE1 2,96
H 45 ARG NH1 A 25 GLU OE2 2,82
H 45 ARG NH2 A 24 GLU OE1 2,87
H 100 ARG NH2 A 16 CYS O 3,1
H 101 ASN ND2 A 16 CYS O 3,06
H 104 LEU N A 64 HIS O 2,86
A 15 PHE N H 112 SER O 2,85
A 14 TYR OH H 115 ASN OD1 3,3
A 21 TYR OH H 117 TRP O 3,08
H 117 TRP NE1 A 14 TYR OH 3,03

NbAahII38 H 45 LEU N A 25 GLU OE2 2,92
A 18 ARG NH1 H 95 TYR OH 2,85
H 98 ARG NH2 A 64 HIS NE2 2,93
A 15 PHE N H 109 ILE O 2,87
H 110 TYR OH A 64 HIS ND1 2,99
A 64 HIS ND1 H 110 TYR OH 2,99

A. Ksouri et al. / Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications 496 (2018) 1025e1032 1029
4. Discussion

Following our computational approach, AahII specific Nb se-
quences were investigated at structural level in order to better
understand elements responsible of specificity as well as toxicity to
AahII, thereby throughout the full meaning analysis of divergence
in primary Nb sequences. First, a MSA has been assessed for
evaluating divergent and common features connecting sequence
and function [24]. No standard method applicable for all conditions
exists. It is therefore important to optimize alignment method
because output alignment inspection, interpretation and manual
adjustment are required to generate the alignment that best gives
insight into the biological of the sequences [25] [15]. Data fromMSA
analysis allow the assignement of general patterns of CDRs, often



Fig. 4. 3D structure of NbAahII10 e AahII complex (Colours are light blue and light pink for NbAahII10 and AahII toxin, respectively), on two faces (rotation of 180�). Residues Glu44-
Arg18, Met103-Asn44 and Asp112-Ala39 were the residues forming HH bound. Residues predicted to be crucial for complex stability are highlighted in sticks and interactions are
represented by dashed black lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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assumed to account for the antigen recognition and binding site
[26]. Selected sequences were analyzed by investigating crucial
residues/signature involved that may supports the previously
demonstrated specificity [11].

Considering the NbAahII10, NbAahII17 and NbAahII38, MSA
highlights crucial positions in CDRs. Two polar residues as amino
acid sequence differences on the NbAahII10 CDR1 region (Tyr27
and Tyr29) appear to play an important role. Those positions are
dissimilar from the analogous hydrophobic residues (in same 27
and 29 positions) in NbAahII17 and NbAahII38 normally buried
inside the protein core. In addition, the same MSA indicates in
position 30 an inserted polar residue Ser30 that belongs to NbAa-
hII10 sequence. Altogether, polar residues may affect physi-
ochemical traits of CDR1 and possibly involved in the NbAahII10
high biological activity. The CDR2 and CDR3 hyper variability in
sequences cannot leads to clear signature. Therefore, structural
computational approach is required to further elucidate the Nb-
AahII interactions that support the demonstrated biological traits.

Homology modeling, can be an alternative strategy to test hy-
potheses related to structure-function relationships [27]. With the
limited number of antibody structures in PDB [28], we used specific
homology modeling 3D simulations to design and predict Nb’
models. The existing homology modeling servers do not provide
high resolution refinement of antibody structures and do not
consider thermodynamics during modeling [28]. Interestingly,
RosettaAntibody software (that uses 4 template structures assem-
bled in one crude template) is more suitable to obtain predict
structure models. Since CDR3 loop modeling is the most critical
stage, it can be only remodeled “de novo” to better fit the high
variability in length and sequence with the absence of a canonical
structure [29].

As expected, models generated by the RosettaAntibody software
tool were assessed as high-quality 3D structure models with a total
number of residues located in favoured regions in the Ramachadran
plots, for the three simulated models (supplementary, Fig. 2).

Thereafter, molecular docking investigations on the three
models against the crystal structure of AahII toxin revealed the
presence of two distinct major antigenic sites on the AahII surface.
NbAahII17 and NbAahII38 share one common binding site totally
different from the NbAahII10 one's. Those outcomes are in overall
good agreement with experimental mapping data previously re-
ported [11]. Furthermore, consistent with our outcomes, Fab4C1
neutralizing AahII experimental structure complex shows discon-
tinuous AahII epitope, essentially involving C-terminal region [30],
which is part of the six antigenic groups previously described [31].
In the presentwork, two positions aremainly overlapped and in full
accordance with the generated binding site of “best in class”
NbAahII10 (Gln38 e Asn44) and (Arg62 e His64). As well, NbAa-
hII17 and NbAahII38 binding sites overlapped with two regions via
distinct residues (Asp8 e Val10, Lys28).

The NbAahII10, with the entirely distinct binding site suggests
that its AahII trapping involves either a distinct toxin attachment
3D orientation. Interestingly, we showed that the AahII (Trp38 e

Asn44) segment interacts mainly with the NbAahII10 CDR3
through several residues. Only Met103 and Asp112 are making H
bound interactions with AahII Asn44 and Ala39, respectively.
Exceptionally, AahII Trp38 exhibits various potent interactions with
Met103, Arg108, Tyr105 and Ala111 of the NbAahII10 CDR3. This
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result confirms the previous demonstration, across chemical
assessment, that Gln37 e Asn44 loop is mainly involved in the
scorpion a-toxins mode of action [32] and segment Ala39 e Ala45
has been identified as a main region responsible for antigenic
reactivity [33]. Likewise, the individual residues Trp38 has been
described playing an important role in bioactivity [34]. More
recently, Trp38 and Asn44 at the side of the toxin core were cited as
recognizing the domain IV voltage-sensing module of the sodium
channel [35]. Herein, we showed that the NbAahII10 also bind same
residue positions and thereforemay block the AahII surface directly
interacting with the domain IV of the sodium channels.

Several studied demonstrated that C-terminal region of AahII
toxin is often belonging to the antigenic and active site mainly
involved in interaction with antibodies [32,34].

Indeed, AahII C-terminal His64 is involved in all Nbs e AahII
complexes of interaction and AahII Arg62 interacts with only
NbAahII10 CDR1 and participate to the binding capacity [35].

In conclusion, NbAahII10 differs by pertinent variations within
CDR1 that seem to be crucial in AahII neutralization [34]. Indeed,
AahII Trp38 make various interactions the NbAahII10 CDR3. Alto-
gether, this study gives valuable insights in the design and devel-
opment of next generation of antivenom (NGA) for targeting
specific scorpion toxins.
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